Unusual Angles and Composition Investigation
Create some sort of document (Google doc, Word doc, etc.) that you can turn in.
Unusual Angle Photos:
1. Find five photos that you think are shot from unusual angles (up high, down low, from some odd place or
perspective). Drag copies or screenshots of the photos into your document.
2.

Below each photo:

3.

Write why you think the angle is unusual.

4.

Write how or why the angle helps (or hinders) the photo - how does it add to the look, mood, story; how
does it make you think?

Composition Photos:
1
Line
2
Pattern & Rhythm
3
Get Closer

Shape
Balance
Framing

Space
Movement
Juxtaposition

Texture
Isolation
Light & Shadow

Value
Unity
Depth Of Field

Color
Contrast
Focal Point

1.

Find example photos for six of the art and composition terms above. You must use six different terms,
with at least two from each row (1, 2 & 3), and a separate photo for each term. For example, you might
look for photos that deal with line and texture, balance and contrast, and framing and light & shadow. The
composition term should dominate the photo - it should be one of the first things that stand out, and
important to creating the main interest.

2.

Below each photo, write down the art term you are using it for an example of, and then describe exactly
what element/s of the photo the art term applies to and how it/they make the photo a good example. For
example, "Line - the line of the edge of the bar sweeps around and directs the viewer's eye to the
person's face, which is the main subject of the photo."

For extra credit, for each or any of the photos, record the photographer's name and any info you can find out
about the photo (date/place taken, caption telling about it, publication or ad campaign it was shot for if
applicable).
Share with me via Google Drive when you're done.

